Special Workshop 21

**From creation to application of law: reality or fig-leaf?**

Monday 8th of July 2019, 14:00-18:30, University of Lucerne

Organiser: Paolo Sandro (University of Salford)

Programme:

Panel A (14.00-15.00)

- **Francesca Poggi** (University of Milan): “Meaning in Law. Theories of ordinary meaning and legal interpretation”

- **Marcin Matczak** (University of Warsaw): “On the inevitability of creation in the interpretative process”

- **Lorena Ramirez Ludeña** (Pompeu Fabra University): “On whales and fish. Two models of interpretation”

Panel B (15.00-16.00)

- **Matthias Klatt** (University of Graz): “Creative applications and judicial activism”

- **Andrej Kristan** (University of Genoa): “The limits of creative application of laws”

- **Pierluigi Chiassoni** (University of Genoa): “The Judicial Creation of Law in Analytical Jurisprudence: A Critical Survey”

COFFEE BREAK (16.00-16.30)

Panel C (16.30-17.30)

- **Pauline Westerman** (University of Groningen): “Judicial interpretation of ‘outsourced law’”

- **Paula Gaido** (University of Córdoba/CONICET): “The theory of interpretation that law demands: Waldron’s answer and some questions”

- **Mathieu Carpentier** (Toulouse 1 University Capitole): “When does the law run out? Discretion, higher-order vagueness and authority”

Panel D (17.30-18.30)

- **Sebastián Figueroa Rubio** (Adolfo Ibáñez University): “Texts, Expectations, and Norms”

- **Brian Slocum** (University of the Pacific): “Judicial Activism and the Canon of Constitutional Avoidance”

For registration (recommended, as format is pre-read and papers will be circulated in advance): p.sandro@salford.ac.uk